Make a drum from an oatmeal box, an empty coffee can or a popcorn tin.

- oatmeal box, empty coffee can, or popcorn tin
- duct tape
- wooden spoon or dowels
- crayons, colored paper, glue, glitter (optional)

Decorate the can using colored paper, crayons, glitter, or whatever else you can think of.

Secure the lid with duct tape.

Use wooden spoons or dowels as drumsticks, and beat the drum with your child. Practice moving to the beat.
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Marching Band!
Make all four instruments. Gather a group together, and give each person an instrument. March around the house or outside playing music.

Instructions
1. Punch four holes in one side of the cardboard tube and one in the opposite side.
2. Cover one end of the tube with waxed paper in place with a rubber band.
3. Play a tune! Encourage your children to hum into the open end of the tube. Show children how to move their fingers on the holes while keeping your thumb on the opposite hole, to change the sounds that the flute makes.
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